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HowHow we deal  we deal withwith  brokenbroken disk packs  disk packs 
at JIVEat JIVE



  

Disk Pack Disk Pack DamageDamage

 From 2005 up to now Jive has repaired 47 Disk Packs From 2005 up to now Jive has repaired 47 Disk Packs 
 from several stations. from several stations.
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 DiagnosisDiagnosis
 RepairRepair
 WarrantyWarranty
 Last minute emergency fixLast minute emergency fix



  

DiagnosisDiagnosis

First indicationFirst indication

Missing or dim LED Missing or dim LED 
points out where the points out where the 
slow/broken disk is slow/broken disk is 
located.located.



  

DiagnosisDiagnosis



  

DiagnosisDiagnosis

Broken disk is tested Broken disk is tested 
separately in a test PC, separately in a test PC, 
using manufacturers using manufacturers 
test softwaretest software



  

DiagnosisDiagnosis

The error code The error code 
generated by the test generated by the test 
software is needed to software is needed to 
request an RMA request an RMA 
number for warranty number for warranty 
replacement.replacement.



  

DiagnosisDiagnosis

Modified chassis for Modified chassis for 
testing disks quickly, testing disks quickly, 
without the without the 
mechanical hassle.mechanical hassle.



  

RepairRepair

 Broken disk is replaced with a new one from our Broken disk is replaced with a new one from our 
supply of spares.supply of spares.

 Final conditioning of the pack after repair.Final conditioning of the pack after repair.



  

WarrantyWarranty

 When there is still warranty on the broken disk, it is When there is still warranty on the broken disk, it is 
sent back to manufacturer and replaced for new one.sent back to manufacturer and replaced for new one.

 When warranty has expired, we will send the broken When warranty has expired, we will send the broken 
disk back to the station (owner).disk back to the station (owner).

 Station will be asked to send us an replacement disk Station will be asked to send us an replacement disk 
of equal or bigger capacity.of equal or bigger capacity.



  

Last minute emergency fixLast minute emergency fix


